This monograph provides a neuroscience-based systemological, epistemological, and methodological 
INTRODUCTION
Biostatistics researcher Jerrold H. Zar (2010) states that scientific study involves the systematic collection, organization, analysis, and presentation of knowledge. He further states that many investigations in the biological sciences are quantitative, where knowledge is in the form of numerical observations called data (one numerical observation being a "datum"). In order for the presentation and analysis of data to be valid and useful, abstraction, and action. Vision is central to any concrete experience that we have. In many ways, our brain is a "seeing" brain (Zull, 2002) . The brain also attends to sound in a way that is similar to vision. We listen intensely to new sounds for a short time, and then others become more interesting (Zull, 2002) . Understanding this trichotomous aspect of the brain, how sound is processed, is very significant for biological researchers as it begins to illustrate the trichotomy that is present in nature (similar comprehending that the basic building blocks of nature i.e., "subatomic structure" are composed of the trichotomous elements proton, neutron, and electron). A process known as habituation takes place when the brain hears the same sound over and over. The brain begins to ignore the sound and the synapses begin to fire less frequently and the neural networks begin to disconnect.
This process sets the stage for boredom and nothing demonstrates habituation more than a lecture (Zull, 2002) . However, if information can be introduced both visually in the occipital lobes and orally through the temporal lobes, there is a greater chance that the information will stick, as the more regions that store this information, the more connections are made (McGuckin & Ladhani, 2010) . This neurobiological definition accurately describes biotrichotomy which is a neurobiological way of visually disseminating statistical data in terms of natural trichotomy. This also links directly to biotrichotomy and its innovative "systemology" that is used in the biological science.
The Systemology of Biotrichotomy
" Systemology " as a methodology of modern interdisciplinary analysis is particular direction general scientific methodology of scientific knowledge and social practice, accentuated on the elaboration and adoption of optimal engineering solutions (in the broad sense) in relation to the structure and behavior of objects as 
Rationale: The Foundations of Biotrichotomous Metrics
In the metric-based confines of Biotrichotomy "Tri-Square" or "Tri-Squared" comprehensively stands for "The Total Transformative Trichotomous-Squared Test" (or "Trichotomy-Squared"). It provides a methodology for the transformation of the outcomes from qualitative research into measurable quantitative values that are used to test the validity of hypotheses (Osler, 2014) . It is based on the (Tables 1 and   2 respectively followed by Figure 1 that summarizes these sections). Immediately after the initial 'pre' data collection and analysis section, some sample data is provided to illustrate exactly how an actual Biotrichotomous analysis of data takes place using all of the aforementioned calculations ( Table  Cells Tri 2 degrees of freedom= Tri-Squared Table Cells [n ] are as follows: (1) T Tri = The Squared Total of All Nine Tri-Squared 3×3 Normal Curve are defined as follows: (1) Curve Model (Osler, 2014) sample data is provided to clarify how a sample biotrichotometric research study could be conducted.
Summary: Post Hoc Data Collection, Metrics, and
Measures.
Sample data reported below was analyzed using the Trichotomous-Squared Standard Three by Three Table. The data was statistically significant and was collected 
Findings: Biotrichotomous Post Hoc Outcomes
There is a great deal of information that can be gleaned from observing the intricacies of this bimodal distribution. [AMo]
The Tri-Squared statistically significant data has dual Through Tri-Center Analysis, the statistically significant data has a Post Hoc additional quantifiable form that can be advanced as a parametric norm-referenced data distribution. In this new form the data can then be analyzed using a z-score or a t-score (depending upon how the research investigator wishes to examine the data). Thus, Tri-Center Analysis allows for a more strict set of data analysis procedures (that are designed to obey the general conventions of traditional parametric statistics). It also removes any possible biases that may occur by applying purely subjective observations that do not rely on purely quantifiable data to determine differences in research outcomes (Osler, 2014) .
Recommendations& Implications
Based upon the findings the author makes the following recommendations:
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